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The concept of gauge fields plays a signifi-
cant role in many areas of physics from particle 
physics and cosmology to condensed matter sys-
tems, where gauge potentials are a natural conse-
quence of electromagnetic fields acting on charged 
particles and are of central importance in topo-
logical states of matter1 . Here, we report on 
the experimental realization of a synthetic non-
Abelian gauge field for photons2 in a honeycomb 
microcavity lattice3 . We show that the effective 
magnetic field associated with TE-TM splitting 
has the symmetry of Dresselhaus spin-orbit in-
teraction around Dirac points in the dispersion, 
and can be regarded as an SU(2) gauge field4 . 
The symmetry of the field is revealed in the op-
tical spin Hall effect (OSHE), where under reso-
nant excitation of the Dirac points precession of 
the photon pseudospin around the field direction 
leads to the formation of two spin domains. Fur-
thermore, we observe that the Dresselhaus-type 
field changes its sign in the same Dirac valley on 
switching from s to p bands in good agreement 
with the tight binding (TB) modelling. Our work 
demonstrating a non-Abelian gauge field for light 
on the microscale paves the way towards manip-
ulation of photons via spin on a chip. 

Gauge fields are central to the description of funda-
mental forces and can carry profound physical conse-
quences. In the case of electromagnetism for example, the 

~significance of the magnetic vector potential A is revealed 
by a quantum mechanical phase shift experienced by 
charged particles in the celebrated Aharonov-Bohm (AB) 
effect. Whilst this is a manifestation of a U(1) Abelian 
gauge field with scalar components, there also exist spin-
dependent vector potentials with non-commuting com-
ponents which were first considered by Yang and Mills, 
i.e. SU(2) non-Abelian gauge fields5 . In condensed mat-
ter physics, the non-Abelian framework is also highly 
relevant6, in particular to the theory of spin-orbit cou-
pling (SOC) in solids7,8 , which plays an indispensable 
role in the family of spin Hall effects9, topological insu-
lators and superconductors1, and the operation of spin-
tronic devices10 . On the other hand, photons – neutral 
particles with zero magnetic moment – can also behave as 
if affected by both Abelian and non-Abelian gauge fields 

in suitably designed environments11 . These allow the ex-
ploration of gauge field Hamiltonians in the optical do-
main, and a means of manipulating light trajectories and 
internal degrees of freedom such as spin (polarization) for 
spinoptronic signal processing applications12 . Abelian 
gauge fields have been engineered in diverse platforms in-
cluding silica waveguides13, metamaterials14, silicon ring 
resonators15,16 and liquid crystal optical cavities17 . By 
contrast, the realization of non-Abelian gauge fields in 
photonic microstructures enabling manipulation of light 
via spin on a chip remains a significant challenge. 

One possible way to implement artificial non-Abelian 
gauge fields on the microscale in a monolithic structure is 
to use the reduced spatial symmetry of birefringent18,19 

or laterally patterned4,20 semiconductor microcavities 
along with the native TE-TM splitting (photonic SOC). 
Honeycomb lattices are of particular interest, since they 
provide access to the physics of graphene and related ma-
terials, including the Dirac dispersion3, edge states21 and 
influence of strain22, all in a controlled photonic environ-
ment in which some of the limitations of real graphene 
can be overcome. Importantly, whilst graphene itself 
suffers from small SOC which prevents observation of 
the spin Hall effect, the photonic SOC can be enhanced 
in wavelength-scale photonic lattices23,24 enabling the 
physics of non-Abelian gauge fields in graphene geome-
tries to be explored. 

In this Letter we utilize a patterned GaAs-based mi-
crocavity with a honeycomb lattice geometry (Fig. 1a), 
i.e. photonic graphene, to study the influence of photonic 
SOC on the dispersion. In this setting (see Methods for 
sample details), which was previously considered theoret-
ically in ref. 4, the interplay between the SOC and the 
reduced spatial symmetry imposed by the lattice trans-
forms the double winding effective magnetic field associ-
ated with TE-TM splitting into a Dresselhaus-type field 
with a single winding locally around the Dirac points, 
which can be described in terms of a non-Abelian gauge 
field. Here, we visualize the field texture around these 
high symmetry points, and further confirm the Dressel-
haus symmetry by the OSHE revealing the formation of 
two cross-polarized spin domains. Our results are in good 
agreement with the theory presented in ref. 4 and demon-
strate the potential for the engineering of artificial gauge 
fields for photons in different orbital bands using model 
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FIG. 1. Photonic graphene sample and dispersion relations. a, Scanning electron microscope image of the honeycomb 
lattice. b, Schematic of the reciprocal space lattice. c, Polarization-resolved PL spectra showing s bands along the dashed 
green line in (b) with TB calculations (solid curves). Left, H polarization. Middle, V polarization. The white squares inside the 
dotted rectangles show the peak positions extracted from the experimental data. Right, Corresponding polarization-resolved 
dispersion relation calculated by the TB model. Es 

0 is 1.4551 eV. e, Zoom on the dotted rectangles shown in the panels in (c). 
The red and blue squares (lines) show the experimental (theoretical) H and V dispersions respectively. d, f, Same as (c, e) but 
for the p bands, shown along the purple dashed line in (b). Ep 

0 is 1.4582 eV. 

2D lattice systems. Finally, we note that recently the 
non-Abelian AB effect has been observed by cascading 
non-reciprocal optical elements in a fiber-optic setup (i.e 
not on a microscale and governed by physical mecha-
nisms very different from those reported in the present 
manuscript)25 . 

To measure the dispersion relation of our sample we use 
low-power incoherent excitation to populate all modes. 
The band structure features linear Dirac crossings at 
characteristic momenta, namely the K and K 0 points at 
the Brillouin zone (BZ) corners (Fig. 1b), which are visi-
ble in the angle-resolved photoluminescence (PL) spectra 
shown for the fundamental s bands and higher energy 
p bands plotted along high-symmetry directions in Fig. 
1c,d (different slices of momentum space are selected for 
maximal signal intensity, see Supplementary Section 5). 
By resolving the emission in linear polarization, the ori-
entation of the TE-TM splitting effective magnetic field 
at each energy and momentum can be revealed since it 
corresponds to the pseudospin of the eigenstate. Hence, 
in order to characterize the pseudospin texture and there-
fore the field orientation across momentum space, we 
measure the first two Stokes parameters S1 and S2 of 
the emission (see Methods). For both s and p bands, a 
pronounced splitting between TE and TM modes (which 
have horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarization for the 
directions plotted) is visible, which is well described using 
a tight binding formalism including SOC as in refs. 4 and 
26 (see Methods). Importantly, the pseudospin changes 
sign as the k vector passes through a Dirac point, as 
we show using a zoom on the K point. This suggests 
that, locally, around a K or K 0 point the dependence of 
TE-TM splitting on momentum differs from that found 

~in a planar cavity around k = 0. In order to study 

this polarization behaviour in more detail we construct 
2D energy-resolved polarization maps using tomographic 
imaging (see Methods). 

First we will focus on the s bands. In Fig. 2 we see 
2D maps of the linear polarization angle φ in momen-
tum space, calculated as 2φ = arctan (S2/S1). For the Γ 
point, which corresponds to the emission around ~k = 0 
at the energy minimum of the dispersion, a quadrupole 
pattern can be seen (Fig. 2a). Arrows showing the pseu-
dospin texture (orientation of the effective magnetic field) 
reveal the familiar dipolar field associated with TE-TM 
splitting in microcavities. Figs. 2c,e show the corre-
sponding maps at the energy of the Dirac points. In 
contrast to the Γ point, the local symmetry around K 
and K 0 no longer has a double azimuthal dependence. 
Rather, there is a single winding of the pseudospin with 
the characteristic texture of a Dresselhaus-type field27 . 
We note that the local effective magnetic fields have op-
posite sign around K and K 0 points, although the direc-
tion of field rotation is the same (counter-rotating with 
the azimuthal angle). These features can also be seen 
clearly in calculations using the TB model of ref. 4 (Figs. 
2b,d,f), where there is excellent agreement with experi-
ment. As we show in the Methods, using a suitable min-
imal coupling transformation the observed effective field 
around the Dirac points can be described in terms of 
a non-Abelian gauge field with non-commuting compo-
nents. By contrast, around the Γ point the SOC has the 
same form as for unpatterned microcavities and cannot 
be described in terms of a synthetic gauge field. 

One of the clearest manifestations of the effective mag-
netic field acting on photons is the formation of spin 
currents in the OSHE, caused by pseudospin precession 
around the k-dependent effective magnetic field28 . At a 
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FIG. 2. Texture of the effective magnetic fields sur-
rounding Γ, K and points. a, c, e, Experimental K0 

momentum space maps of φ at the energy of the Γ point 
(1.4547 eV) and K and K0 points (1.4551 eV) respectively, 
with arrows representing the pseudospin vector. White re-
gions correspond to low signal intensity (< 5% of maximum). 
b, d, f, Corresponding calculated momentum space maps of 
φ at the energy of the Γ, K and K0 points respectively, with 
arrows representing the pseudospin vector. D and A denote 
diagonal and anti-diagonal polarizations. Note that the low-
est and highest values on the colour scale correspond to the 
same polarization. 

given energy, the wave vector and polarization of the in-
jected light can be used to control the spin texture of 
the emission since the pseudospin rotation depends on 
the relative angle between its initial direction and the 
effective field. We use this knowledge to unveil the dif-
ferent symmetries shown in Fig. 2 by imaging the time-
integrated real space emission of our sample under con-
tinuous optical excitation at the Γ, K and K 0 points 
with a linearly polarized pump. We vary the energy 
and angle of the incoming laser to excite these points 
in the dispersion and measure the resulting emission in-
tensity in right and left circular polarizations to deter-
mine the Stokes parameter S3 (see Methods). In Fig. 3a 
we show how resonant excitation at the Γ point under 
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FIG. 3. Observation of the optical spin Hall effect. a, c, 
e, Measured real space circular polarization degree S3 under 
resonant excitation at the Γ (a), K (c) and K0 (e) points 
with a H polarized pump. b, d, f, Corresponding results for 
a V polarized pump. The energies used for excitation of the 
Γ and K/K0 points are 1.4547 eV and 1.4551 eV respectively. 
The cross in each panel marks the position of the pump spot. 

H polarized excitation indeed leads to the observation 
of four domains with alternating circular polarization, 
confirming that at the energy minimum of the disper-
sion, at the centre of the BZ, the effective magnetic field 
in Fig. 2b has the same form as that of conventional 
planar microcavities4,29 . In contrast, under H polarized 
pumping at the K point (Fig. 3c), only two domains are 
seen, formed to the left and right of the pump spot and 
with opposite circular polarizations as expected from the 
Dresselhaus symmetry surrounding the Dirac points (Fig. 
2c,e). This is expected since the injected pseudospin vec-
tor lies parallel/anti-parallel to the field direction along 
the ky axis in the locally excited region of momentum 
space, so there should be no evolution of the pseudospin 
along y. When the excitation angle is changed to excite 
the K 0 point instead (Fig. 3e), the pattern is reversed 
as expected since the sign of the Dresselhaus-type field is 
opposite. Our results are in strong qualitative agreement 
with theoretical spin patterns calculated using the gauge-
field Hamiltonian (Supplementary Section 1) as well as 
the numerical simulations of ref. 4. In Fig. 3b,d,f we 
demonstrate that upon changing to V polarized excita-
tion, the patterns shown in Fig. 3a,c,e are all reversed 
since the initial pseudospin vector points in the opposite 
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direction28, which confirms that the observed spin pat-
terns result from precession of the pseudospin vector in 
the OSHE regime. 

Now we turn our attention to the p bands. Using 
the same procedure as that of Fig. 2, we determine the 
texture of the effective magnetic field across momentum 
space at the energy of the Dirac points to reveal the local 
symmetry surrounding the K and K 0 points. The full 
momentum space linear polarization map (Supplemen-
tary Section 5) confirms that the local symmetry around 
these points has the form of Dresselhaus SOC (with oppo-
site sign for K and K 0) as is the case for the s bands. We 
show the field surrounding a K point in Fig. 4a, where 
a clear single winding of the Dresselhaus type is visible. 
Note that the sign of the field for a given valley (K or K 0) 
is opposite to the case of the s bands (as seen also in Fig. 
1). Our finding is supported by the TB model developed 
for the p orbitals26 , where the calculated field texture 
shows excellent agreement (Fig. 4b). To further confirm 
the Dresselhaus-type fields, we perform OSHE measure-
ments by coherently exciting the p bands. In Fig. 4c–f 
we show results for resonant excitation of the K and K 0 

√ 
points at ky/(2π/3 3a) = ±2 (Fig. 4c,e respectively). 
Clear twofold circular polarization patterns can be seen, 
which rotate when the excitation polarization is changed 
from H to V (Fig. 4d,f). These findings are in good 
agreement with theoretical calculations (Supplementary 
Section 1). 

In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated the 
existence of local Dresselhaus-type fields surrounding the 
Dirac points in photonic graphene, confirmed by the gen-
eration of twofold circular polarization patterns in the 
optical spin Hall effect. Our findings constitute the re-
alization of a synthetic SU(2) non-Abelian gauge field 
induced by the presence of the honeycomb periodic po-
tential, which leads to a TE-TM effective magnetic field 
with a modified texture at specific points in momen-
tum space. We note that whilst such fields may be 
engineered in other lattices featuring Dirac cones such 
as Kagome lattices30, it is not possible in other geome-
tries such as Lieb lattices due to the square symmetry. 
Practically speaking, our findings offer a means of sep-
arating and routing spins, where the single winding ef-
fective magnetic field (odd in k) analogous to electronic 
systems is highly advantageous since it leads to counter-
propagation of opposite spins. Further fundamental con-
sequences of the non-Abelian gauge field on the motion 
of wave packets may be studied using the zitterbewegung 
effect (Supplementary Section 3). This field is also re-
sponsible for the emergence of topologically nontrivial 
gaps in the polariton spectrum in the presence of ex-
ternal magnetic fields breaking time-reversal symmetry 
(which is not broken in our system)31,32 . In microcavi-
ties with a small exciton-photon detuning, the addition 
of spin-anisotropic polariton-polariton interactions to the 
present system opens up new possibilities, including spin-
dependent Klein tunneling20, interaction-induced topo-
logical phase transitions33 and potentially a nonlinear 
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FIG. 4. Effective magnetic field texture and optical 
spin Hall effect for p bands. a, Experimentally obtained 
effective magnetic field texture surrounding a K point. b 
Corresponding calculated effective magnetic field texture sur-
rounding a K point. c, e, Measured real space circular polar-
ization degree S3 under resonant excitation at the K (c) and 
K0 (e) points with a H polarized pump. d, f, Corresponding 
results for a V polarized pump. The energy used for excita-
tion is 1.4582 eV. The cross in panels (c–f ) marks the position 
of the pump spot. 

modification of the spin domains34 . We also anticipate 
that in principle the gauge field realized in our system 
may be engineered in other platforms such as photonic 
crystals based on thick slab waveguides with small TE-
TM splitting35 or plasmonic lattices36 . The study of the 
non-Abelian gauge fields acting on photon spin in topo-
logical lattices with special symmetries would also be an 
interesting research direction37 . 

METHODS 

Sample description 

Our sample is a GaAs microcavity with 23 (26) top 
(bottom) GaAs/Al0.85Ga0.15As distributed Bragg reflec-
tor pairs and six In0.04Ga0.96As quantum wells, which 
was previously described in ref. 38. The sample was pro-
cessed using electron beam lithography and plasma dry 
etching to pattern arrays of micropillars with 3 µm di-
ameters and an etch depth on the order of 8 µm. We 
study a honeycomb lattice with a pillar-to-pillar sepa-
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2ration of 2.8 µm, whose size is ∼120×100 µm . The 
cavity-exciton detuning was approximately -23 meV. The 
Q factor of the structure was determined to be ∼16000 
from the linewidth of 0.09 meV. The size of the TE-TM 

−1splitting was ∼0.12 meV at k = 1 µm . 

Excitation scheme 

To characterize the dispersion relation of the honey-
comb lattice a low-power non-resonant diode laser is used 
in reflection geometry to incoherently populate all of the 
lattice modes. To study the formation of pseudospin do-
mains we excite the lattice in transmission geometry with 
a continuous wave Ti:sapphire laser tuned to be resonant 
with the honeycomb lattice dispersion. Different states 
can be excited by varying the energy and angle of inci-
dence θ of the Gaussian laser beam, the latter of which is 
changed using a translation stage to move the lateral po-
sition of the beam before the excitation objective. This 
allows us to accurately control the in-plane wave vector � � 

ωof the injected wave packet since k = sin θ where c 
ω is the laser frequency. The linear polarization of the 
injected wave packet can also be controlled through the 
use of a linear polarizer and half wave plate in the exci-
tation path. The excitation beam has a full width at half 
maximum of ∼15 µm. 

Detection scheme 

In order to characterize the pseudospin texture around 
the Γ, K and K 0 points, we measure the polariton 
PL emission under non-resonant excitation (in the low-
density regime far below condensation threshold) em-
ploying a half wave plate and linear polarizer in the 
detection path to measure the first two Stokes param-
eters. These are given by S1 = (IH − IV )/(IH + IV ) and 
S2 = (ID − IA)/(ID + IA) where IH , IV , ID and IA give 
the intensity of emitted light in horizontal, vertical, di-
agonal and anti-diagonal polarizations respectively. By 
scanning the final lens across the spectrometer slit, multi-
ple E vs k slices are recorded (corresponding to different 
wave vectors in the direction orthogonal to the spectrom-
eter slit) allowing 2D energy-resolved polarization maps 
to be constructed. Each map shows a small spectral win-
dow of about 20 µeV around the energy of the Γ or Dirac 
points. Since polariton modes have finite linewidth there 
is non-zero PL intensity at k vectors away from these 
points (e.g. |k − K| > 0). This PL emission arises from 
the tail of polariton modes with maxima at energies tens 
or hundreds of µeV above (or below) the specific energy 
of interest due to polariton dispersion. The lower inten-
sity of the tails leads to decreased signal-to-noise ratio 
for further away k vectors as seen in Figs 2 and 4. 
For the resonant transmission measurements the half 

wave plate is replaced by a quarter wave plate to measure 
the third Stokes parameter, which is given by S3 = (Iσ+ − 

Iσ− )/(Iσ+ + Iσ− ) where Iσ+ and Iσ− correspond to the 
emission intensity in right and left circular polarizations 
respectively. 

Gauge field representation 

The pseudospin patterns in Fig 2c-e correspond to the 
eigenstates of the polariton graphene effective Hamilto-
nian, which has the following form in the vicinity of the 
Dirac points4: 

HD(~q) = ~vF (τzqxσx + qy σy)+Δ (τz σy ⊗ sy − σx ⊗ sx) , 
(1) 

where ~q is the wave vector deviation from the correspond-
ing Dirac point set by the valley index τz = ±1, vF is the 
effective Fermi velocity, ~σ and ~s are the sublattice and 
the polarization pseudospin operators, and Δ is the effec-
tive photonic SOC strength23 . Prefactors of both terms 
in Hamiltonian (1) may be expressed in the TB model 
parameters: ~vF = 3Ja/2, Δ = 3δJ/2 (see next section 
in Methods for additional details). The spin-orbit term 
may be included in the low energy graphene Hamiltonian, 
represented by the first term in Eq. (1), with minimal 

~coupling transformation q~ → q~− A with the gauge field 
components given by 

Δ Δ 
Ax = − τz sx, Ay = τzsy. (2)

~vF ~vF 

The artificial gauge field (2) is non-Abelian since the 
components do not commute20 . This field is responsible 
for the suppression of Klein tunneling20 and emergence of 
topologically nontrivial band gaps of the polariton spec-
trum in the presence of external magnetic fields31,32 . Po-
larization spectral splitting may be also attributed to 
the effective magnetic field, acting on polariton pseu-
dospin. In the range of energies Δ � |E| � ~vF /a 
this effective SOC is given by the Hamiltonian term 
HD (~q) = ±Δ(qxsx − qysy) /q, sharing the same angu-SOC
lar dependence with the Dresselhaus spin-orbit term in 
electron systems27, but constant in the wave vector ab-
solute value q. Note that the sign of the splitting inverts 
with both valley index τz and the sign corresponding to 
upper and lower Dirac cones. 
The Hamiltonian (1) close to Dirac points thus drasti-

cally differs from its counterpart in the vicinity of the Γ 
point � � 
HΓ(~k) = ~2k2/(2m) + β sx(k

2 − k2) + 2sykxky , (3)x y

where the first term corresponds to a free particle with 
the effective mass m = ~2/(3Ja2) and the second term 
describes the action of TE-TM splitting, corresponding 
to the effective magnetic field with components Ωx = 
βa2(kx 

2 − ky
2), Ωy = 2βkxky with β = 3δJa2/8, related 

to the TB model parameters (see next section in Meth-
ods for details). Note that the quadratic dependence of 
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the effective magnetic field on the components of ~k, fully 
similar to those reported for the case of an unpatterned 
cavity, precludes its description in terms of the minimal 
coupling to a synthetic gauge field and leads to the dif-
ference of the effective masses of the longitudinal and 
transverse polariton modes, ml,t = m(1 ± 2mβ/~2)39 . 

Effective field derivation near the Dirac point 

The effective magnetic field acting on polariton pseu-
dospin near Dirac point is obtained by development of 
the TB Hamiltonian (see ref. 4): 

Hk = −Jσ+ − δJσ+ ⊗ 
� 
fk 
+ s+ + fk 

− s− 
� 
+ H.c. (4) 

While the local gauge fields in the vicinities of Dirac 
points K and K0 were studied in ref. 4, the effective 
field given by formula (3) near the Γ point, reproducing 
the symmetry and quadratic k dependence of the TE-
TM field in planar microcavities, is also inherent to the 
Hamiltonian (4). In the latter case, the splitting is due 
to the second order terms in the complex coefficients 

� � 
k2a2 3i 3 2fk = 3 1 − , f± = − k2 , (5)k±a − ±ak4 2 8 
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